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university-logo Importance of Haptics for Telerobotics
Exploration
Scene is mainly perceived by 3D Vision
visual modality is dominant
→ no haptics
but: Material/Surface characteristics missing
Haptic Exploration is needed
Manipulation
Manipulation require a close human-environment
interaction
Force-Feedback is evident
to Telerobot and Human Controller
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university-logo We need Humanoid Telerobots
































































































































































































































































whole system is passive,


























Improved Wave-Variables Scheme (Robotik 2004, Artigas, Preusche et.al.)
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Analysis of stable regions for a haptic rendering system
IROS 2006; Hulin,Preusche et.al.
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Operation Lindberg – The
first transcontinental teler-
obotic surgery (2001)





































































Need for human-like Teleoperators
in terms of shape and sensor-actor abilities
Integration of haptic stimuli
(tactile, kinesthetic, proprioceptive)
into one handheld device
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Overcome limitation of passivity
towards evaluation of stability
Measurement of transparency as index
psychophysical versus engineering indices
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There is an increasing interest in telerobotic systems
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Thank you for your attention!
